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Discrete Event System (DES) has been used for Failure Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) of a wide range of
systems. For real time systems, timed DES based frameworks diagnose failures leading to violation of
delays or deadlines. These schemes declare a failure to be diagnosable if it always i.e., in all timed-traces,
results in timing violations within ﬁnite time of its occurrence. The basic assumption is, probability of any
trace can be 1 or 0. So, even if there is a trace where failure is manifested, still its probability can be 0,
leading to non-diagnosability. However in many systems this basic assumption may not hold. To address
this issue, Thorsley et al. have augmented probability values to transitions and termed the framework as
stochastic DES. Here, failure is diagnosable if there are traces where failure effect is manifested and
probability of occurrence of those traces increase with time and cross a threshold. However, the scheme
was for un-timed systems. In the present paper we propose a DES based FDD framework for stochastic
timed systems. The scheme is illustrated with an example of a hydraulic punching machine.
© 2015 Karabuk University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
With the raise of complexity of systems, the nature and fre-
quency of failures have increased. Further, many of these systems
work with hard real time constraints, where not only logical fault
free responses are expected, but also the time at which the re-
sponses are produced matters. Such systems are termed as Real
Time Systems with delays and deadlines. The problem of diag-
nosing failures for such complex systems requires a systematic
approach and as a result, Failure Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) has
become an important research paradigm.
Discrete Event System (DES) framework has been applied for
FDD for awide range of applications because of the simplicity of the
framework and the associated algorithms. A DES is characterized by
a discrete state space and state transitions are based on discrete
events. Most of the real world systems involve continuous dy-
namics. However, they can also be viewed as DES at some level of
abstraction by partitioning the continuous state space and
capturing each sub-space in the partition as a discrete state. Hence,
the DES framework applies not only to systems that fall naturally inutta), utpal01in@yahoo.com
ersity.
d hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is athe framework [1,2], (communication networks and digital circuits,
for example), but also to continuous variable dynamic systems
[3,4], (like heating systems, power plants, automotive and avionics
systems etc.)
Within the DES paradigm, several variations have been pro-
posed based on context of the system and failures beingmonitored.
For the most simple type of systems, which are centralized and
failure manifest themselves in terms of event sequences, Finite
State Machine (FSM) based DES framework is well suited [5,6].
However, if the failures maintain the logical sequence of transitions
but manifest in terms of timing deviations (i.e., pre-mature or
delayed transitions), timed FSM based DES frameworks are pro-
posed [7e10]. Many large complex systems, however, are physically
distributed. To cater to such situations, the works reported in
[11,12], studied distributed diagnosis using FSM based DES, in
which diagnosis and diagnosability analysis are performed by
several diagnosers communicating with each other either directly
or through a coordinator and thereby collecting together the ob-
servations for analysis and inferencing. Distributed diagnosis using
communicating diagnosers may sometimes lead to inconsistencies
because of communication delays and communication errors. Petri-
nets are known to be used for modeling asynchronous, concurrent
and distributed systems. To address this issue of distributed diag-
nosis, Petri-net based DES frameworks have been developed,
considering a so-called true concurrency approach, in which no
global state and no global time are available [13e15]. Some othern open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
1 Thorsley et al. in [22] have used the term “logical” (i.e., comprises logic con-
structs) for DES framework, failure diagnosability condition and diagnoser, if all the
parameters used are discrete.
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[16e19]. DES based Petri-net frameworks have also been applied
for FDD of hybrid systems that have continuous dynamics. For such
systems, continuous Petri-net modeling paradigm [20,21], is
applied which works by the concept of discretization.
Broadly speaking, the above mentioned FSM, timed and Petri-
net based DES frameworks may either diagnose a failure with
certainty or state that the failure is not diagnosable. Diagnosable
failures in such frameworks always (i.e., in all traces) result in
manifestations like timing deviation, change in sequence of tran-
sitions etc. in ﬁnite time after occurrence of the failure. So if there is
a trace where failure cannot be measured in ﬁnite time after its
occurrence, it is considered non-diagnosable. The basic assumption
for diagnosability decisions in these frameworks isd probability of
any trace can be 1 (i.e., a trace can be executed inﬁnitely long). This
indirectly implies that for some traces probability of occurrence can
be 0 (i.e., a trace many not be executed at all even if transitions of
the traces are enabled). So, even if there is a trace where failure is
manifested, still its probability can be 0 (never occurring), leading
to non-diagnosability.
However in many systems the assumption that some trace can
be executed inﬁnitely long while another may not execute at all,
may not hold. In those systems, along with transitions, information
regarding their relative probability of occurrence is modeled. In
such cases, even if there are failures which do not manifest them-
selves in all traces, still they can be diagnosed with a probability. If
the probability of traversing through the traces where failure effect
is manifested (and is also detectable) becomes higher than a
threshold with increase in time, then failure is considered diag-
nosable. Stochastic DES framework proposed by Thorsley et al. [22]
caters to such systems. However, the scheme was developed only
for un-timed systems and the failure considered were the ones that
violate the sequence of transitions.
This paper is focussed towards FDD of stochastic timed DES,
termed as Stochastic Real Time DES (SRTDES). SRTDES framework is
obtained from Timed Transition Model (TTM), proposed by Ostroff
et al. [23] for modeling real time systems, by augmenting it with
stochastic information. In TTM, real time constraints are associated
in terms of delay and deadline requirements to each of the transi-
tions. SRTDES is obtained from TTM by associating probabilities at
two levels namely.
 Probability values to transitions, which model the likelihood of
ﬁring of transitions. This would enable diagnosis of “violation of
delay-deadlines failures” which manifest in some traces only.
For example, if there is a transition (under normal condition)
whose delay-deadline is [2e4] then violation (under failure)
may be a corresponding transition with delay-deadline as [5,6].
This transition under failure is called failure manifesting tran-
sition. In the model there may be some traces where failure
manifesting transition is present and some where it is not.
Timed (non-stochastic) DES frameworks [7e10], would render
such failures non-diagnosable because it assumes that any trace
may execute indeﬁnitely long. In SRTDES model, as probability
values are associated with transitions, probability of occurrence
of a trace can be calculated. If the probability of all traces where
failure manifesting transitions are present increase with time,
failure is diagnosable by SRTDES framework. Equivalently in a
reverse logic, if probability of traces where failure manifesting
transition is not present decrease with time, SRTDES framework
considers the failure as diagnosable.
 Probability values to time ticks within the delay-deadline for
each transition. This enables diagnosis of even those failures
which result in “partial” violation of delay-deadlines. For
example, if there is a transition whose delay-deadline is [2e4]then partial violation may be a corresponding (failure mani-
festing) transition with delay-deadline as [3e5]. It is called
“partial” violation because there is a common interval ([3,4] in
the example) between the delay-deadline intervals of the
normal transition compared to the failure manifesting one. So if
the failure manifesting transition ﬁres within the common in-
terval, failure cannot be diagnosed. Since such failures may not
violate delay-deadlines in some of the traces in ﬁnite time, so
they are considered non-diagnosable by non-stochastic timed
DES frameworks [7e10]. However, as there is probability values
associated with time ticks in SRTDES framework, there is a
positive probability that in some traces the failure manifesting
transition would ﬁre at a clock tick which is outside common
interval. Those traces will make the failure diagnosable if
probability of executing such traces increase with time.
In practice, there may be many parameters in a system, modeled
as variables in SRTDES framework, which are difﬁcult to be
measured; e.g., temperature in the core of a nuclear reaction
chamber. In order to model such situations, measurement limita-
tion is considered by partitioning the state variables into measur-
able and unmeasurable ones. This notion of measurement
limitation has been included in the SRTDES formalism. The occur-
rences of a failure is represented in terms of sub-models. There is a
sub-model corresponding to normal behaviour of the system and
another sub-model representing the failure. Transition from
normal sub-model to failure sub-model is modeled through
changes in unmeasurable variables, implying that occurrence of
failures cannot be directly detected. Following that an SRTDES
diagnoser is designed using an automated procedure. The diag-
noser is basically a stochastic state-transition estimator, which can
ascertain with a probability the present model state, the present
transition and the tick at which the transition has ﬁred. Certain
conditions can be checked in the diagnoser to ascertain if the failure
is diagnosable. Conditions of diagnosability for SRTDES have been
proposed and their necessity and sufﬁciency have been proved. The
theory is illustrated with an example of a hydraulic punching
machine.
There are a very few works on FDD of timed DES which model
stochastic information. Zemouri et al. in [24] have proposed an FDD
technique for stochastic timed DES by augmenting a continuous
probability distribution (Gaussian) function over the time between
two consecutive transitions. Changes in temporal distance of
transitions are considered as failures. So, under each failure,
Gaussian functions are determined for each pair of consecutive
transitions. These functions are generated by running the system
under failure and analyzing the timing of transitions. For FDD on
the ﬂy, the transition sequences of the system in execution are
monitored. Following that, an attempt is made to match the tem-
poral distances between transitions with the corresponding
Gaussian functions of the normal or any failure model. The closest
match is taken and status of the system is reported accordingly. As
this work is basically based on matching of two functions, it is
prone to false alarms.
The main differences between our work proposed in this paper
and [24] are the following. The stochastic information augmented
on the timed DES framework in [24] is continuous over the tem-
poral distance between two consecutive transitions. So no logical
diagnoser could be built nor any logical diagnosability conditions
could be proved.1 In our case, the probability values are discrete
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speaking, our proposed framework is logical because it is inherited
from logical timed DES framework [23] by appending discrete
probability values to each transition and to each time tick between
the corresponding delay-deadline interval. So, the necessity and
sufﬁciency of the diagnosability conditions could be proved using
logical proof techniques. Henceforth in this paper we are concerned
only with logical DES frameworks, namely TTM [23] and Stochastic
DES [22].
The main contributions of this paper on the above aspects are as
follows.
 The SRTDES formalism has been developed by merging sto-
chastic un-timed DES [22] and TTM [23] frameworks. SRTDES
enables associating probabilities with occurrence of transitions
as well as with the exact time tick (within delay-deadline) of
occurrence, which is an extension over TTM and stochastic (un-
timed) DES framework.
 Deﬁnition of diagnosability, Diagnoser construction algorithm
and conditions for diagnosability in terms of some properties of
the diagnoser have been developed for SRTDES framework.
Finally, the conditions have been shown to be necessary and
sufﬁcient.
 The complexity of SRTDES diagnosability technique i.e., gener-
ating the diagnoser from the SRTDES model and checking the
diagnosability condition have been analyzed. It is shown that the
complexity of SRTDES diagnosability is of the same order as that
of timed non-stochastic diagnosability scheme [10] and sto-
chastic un-timed diagnosability scheme [22]. So it can be
concluded that the proposed SRTDES diagnosability technique
does not require higher complexity but can handle FDD of awider
range of systems compared to the classical (i.e., non-stochastic
timed and stochastic un-timed) diagnosability schemes.
 The scheme is illustrated using the example of a hydraulic
punching machine.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the SRTDES
formalism has been explained, where the concept of measurement
limitation and failure modeling have been discussed. Following
that, formal deﬁnition of diagnosability for timing failures has been
presented in the same section. Finally, an example of a hydraulic
punching machine is used to illustrate the theory. Diagnoser con-
struction algorithm, conditions for diagnosability analysis in terms
of some properties of the diagnoser have been presented in Section
3. The necessity and the sufﬁciency of the diagnosability conditions
have also been proved in this section. Finally, in Section 4 the
complexity of SRTDES diagnosability technique has been presented.
This paper has been concluded in Section 5.
2. SRTDES modeling
Formally, a Stochastic Real Time Discrete Event System (SRTDES)
model G is deﬁned as G ¼ hV ;X; t;J;X0i, where
 V ¼ fv1; v2;…:; vng is a ﬁnite set of discrete variables assuming
values from some ﬁnite sets, called the domains of the variables,
 t is the time variable and its domain is ℕ, the set of all natural
numbers.
 X is a ﬁnite set of states. A state x is a mapping of each variable
other than t to one of the elements of the domain of the variable.
 X04X is the set of initial states.
 J is the ﬁnite set of transitions.
A transition t2J from a state x to another state xþ is an ordered
seven-tuple t ¼ hx; xþ; et; lt;ut;pt;pddti, where, x is the initial state of the transition, denoted as initial(t).
 xþ is the destination state of the transition, denoted as ﬁnal(t).
 et is the enabling condition of the transition deﬁned over the
variables. If the system in question is closed (i.e., no external
inputs), then the enabling condition of a transition is always
true, i.e., if a state x is reached, then all the transitions emanating
out of it are enabled. Therefore, a transition for a closed system
can be represented as a six tuple 〈x,xþ,lt,ut,pt,pddt〉. For an open
system (i.e., external inputs), there will be some variables in V
designated as input variables. The enabling conditions of the
transitions of such a system will be conjunction of equalities
over input variable(s). In this work we will consider closed
systems only and so a transition will be a six tuple
hx; xþ; lt;ut; pt; pddti.
 lt,ut are the lower and upper bounds of delay and deadline,
respectively. The delay-deadline time interval is denoted as
[lt,ut] and comprises ticks lt,ltþ 1,lt þ 2,/ut. A transition can
take place at any time tick t, where ltt ut, provided the
transition remains enabled throughout the interval [0,t].
 pt2ℝ is a positive real number, which is the probability for t to
occur when it is enabled. In other words, pt is probability of
reaching ﬁnal(t)¼xþ subject to the system being in state ini-
tial(t)¼x i.e., pt ¼ probðxþ
xÞ.
 pddt (probability of occurrence of t at time ticks within delay-
deadline interval of t) is a function: pddt : t/ℝ, where t2
{lt,lt þ 1,lt þ2,/ut}. In words, pddt is a function associated with
transition t which assigns probability values to each time tick
within the delay-deadline interval of the transition.
There is a special transition called clock transition, deﬁned as
clk¼〈x,x,,,1,〉. Each occurrence of clk results in increment of the
time tick t by 1 and leaves the other variables unchanged. Proba-
bility of occurrence of clk is 1. t is reset to 0 by all transitions
excepting clk which increments it. The delay-deadline of clk is not
deﬁned and those of the other transitions are deﬁned in terms of
clk. So pdd of clk is also not deﬁned. clk occurs inﬁnitely often and is
not explicitly included in J. In fact, clk is the only transition that
changes the value of t.
The proposed SRTDES framework is illustrated for closed sys-
tems only, to avoid unnecessary complications of the formalism
and the example. Further, the issue of open or closed system has no
impact on the modiﬁcations required in the diagnosability condi-
tions arising due to inclusion of stochastic information in real time
systems. It has been shown formally that in DES frameworks the
diagnosability conditions for open or closed systems are similar
[5,8,10], because the only changes required are at the deﬁnition
level of measurability and measurement equivalence. To elaborate,
the changes aree(i) designating a transition as measurable if it
changes some input variables and (ii) checking equivalence of
transitions by comparing the inputs of the transitions.
The following assumptions are made regarding the SRTDES.
 All the states are reachable (from some initial state(s)),
 G is live, i.e., from each state x2X and dt2J where initial(t)¼x
such that pt>0.
 The sum of probabilities of all transitions emanating from any
state x2X is 1 i.e.,
P
initialðtÞ¼x
pt ¼ 1.
 The sum of probabilities of all times ticks within delay-deadline
of any transition is 1 i.e.,
P
t2flt;ltþ1;ltþ2;/utg
pddtðtÞ ¼ 1.
 Failures are permanent.
 There is no cycle of unmeasurable transitions (the concept of
measurability of transitions will be introduced shortly in Deﬁ-
nition 1).
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ltt ut), then we say that time stamp t is associated with t. A
timed trace of SRTDES model G is a sequence of transitions, each
with an associated time stamp, generated by G and denoted as
s¼D hðt1; t1Þ; ðt2; t2Þ;/i, where initial(t1)2X0, the consecution
property holds and lti ti uti, i 1.
Timed traces are inﬁnite and a ﬁnite timed preﬁx of a timed
trace is referred to as a “ﬁnite timed trace”. Henceforth in this pa-
per, consecution property is assumed for any “sequence of transi-
tions”. For any timed trace s ¼ hðt1; t1Þ; ðt2; t2Þ/i, initial(s)¼
initial(t1) and for a ﬁnite preﬁx s ¼ hðt1; t1Þ; ðt2; t2Þ/ðtf ; tf Þi,
ﬁnal(tf)¼ﬁnal(s). A state x is said to be in a timed trace s, if
x¼ initial(ti), for some i 1. The set of all timed traces generated by
G and their ﬁnite preﬁxes is the language of G, denoted as L(G). The
set Lf(G) denotes the subset of L(G) comprising the ﬁnite preﬁxes of
the members of L(G). Naturally, L(G)Lf(G) is a subset of Jw, where
Jw is the set of all inﬁnite sequences of J with associated time
stamps; Lf(G) is a subset of J, the Kleene closure of J. The post
language of G after a ﬁnite preﬁx s of a timed trace, denoted as L(G)/
s, is deﬁned as LðGÞ=s ¼ ft2Jw∪J j st2LðGÞg. Lf ðGÞ=s3LðGÞ=s
comprises ﬁnite preﬁxes of the timed traces of L(G)/s.
Henceforth, in this paper wewill use the term “trace” for “timed
trace” and represent timed traces without explicitly writing the
associated time ticks with the transitions; e.g.,
s ¼ hðt1; t1Þ; ðt2; t2Þ/iwill be written as s ¼ ht1; t2;/i as it is clear
from the context that each transition ti in s has some time stamp s
associated with it.
The probability of a ﬁnite preﬁx trace s ¼ ht1; t2;/; tf i, denoted
as ps, can be calculated as pt1  pddt1 ðt1Þ  pt2
pddt2 ðt2Þ/ptf  pddtf ðtf Þ. If t ¼ htfþ1; tfþ2;/; tni, which is a post
trace after s, then probability of st is denoted as pst. The value of pst
can be calculated as ps  ½ptfþ1  pddtfþ1 ðtfþ1Þ  ptfþ2
pddtfþ2 ðtfþ2Þ/ptn  pddtn ðtnÞ.
2.1. SRTDES models with measurement limitations
To model measurement limitation, the set of variables V is
partitioned into two disjoint subsets, Vm and Vu, of measurable and
unmeasurable variables, respectively. We assume that the variable
time tick t2Vm; this implies that clock transition clk is measurable,
which allow us tomeasure the exact time tick onwhich a transition
has ﬁred. Given Vm and Vu, the transitions (except clk) are parti-
tioned into two sets, Jm and Ju, of measurable and unmeasurable
transitions, respectively, as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Measurable and unmeasurable transitions: A
transition t¼〈x,xþ,lt,ut,pt,pddt〉 is said to be measurable if
x

Vm
sxþ

Vm
, where x

Vm
is the restriction of the function (deﬁned by
the state) x to Vm. A transition that is not measurable is
unmeasurable.
In other words, a measurable (unmeasurable) transition
changes some (none) of the measurable variables from its initial to
the ﬁnal state.
Deﬁnition 2. Projection operator: A projection operator
P : J/Jm is deﬁned in the following manner
PðεÞ ¼ ε;
PðtÞ ¼ t; if t2Jm;
PðtÞ ¼ ε; if t2Ju;
PðstÞ ¼ PðsÞPðtÞ; s2Lf ðGÞ; t2JThe operator P erases the unmeasurable transitions from a given
trace. The term P(s) is called measurable trace corresponding to the
trace s.
Deﬁnition 3. Measurement Equivalent States, Transitions and
Traces: Two states x and y are said to be (measurement) equivalent,
denoted as xEy, if x

Vm
¼ yVm . The equivalence relation is denoted
using E.
Two measurable transitions t1 ¼ hx1; xþ1 ; lt1 ;ut1 ; pt1 ; pddt1 i and
t2 ¼ hx2; xþ2 ; lt2 ;ut2 ; pt2 ; pddt2 i are equivalent, denoted as t1Et2, if
x1Ex2 and xþ1 Ex
þ
2 .
Two traces s and s
0
are equivalent, denoted as sEs
0
, if P(s)¼
〈t1,t2,….〉, Pðs0Þ ¼ ht01; t02;…i and tiEt0i for i¼ 1,2,….
Deﬁnition 4. Indistinguishable Transitions and Traces: Two
measurable transitions t1 ¼ hx1; xþ1 ; lt1 ;ut1 ; pt1 ; pddt1 i and
t2 ¼ hx2; xþ2 ; lt2 ;ut2 ; pt2 ; pddt2 i are indistinguishable, denoted as
t1It2, when t1Et2∧ððlt2  ut1 Þ∧ðlt1  ut2 ÞÞ.
The indistinguishable relation is denoted using I.
Two traces s and s
0
are indistinguishable, denoted as sIs
0
, if P(s)¼
〈t1,t2,….〉, Pðs0Þ ¼ ht01; t02;…i and tiIt0i for i¼ 1,2,…
Two transitions are indistinguishable, when they are equivalent
and there exists an overlapped delay-deadline interval when both
of them may occur. In the overlapped delay-deadline interval, the
(equivalent) transitions are measurement indistinguishable, i.e., if
any one of the equivalent transitions occur in this interval, then
distinguishing one from the other is not possible.
Deﬁnition 5. A delay-deadline overlapped class: A delay-
deadline overlapped class c of transitions is deﬁned as an ordered
three tuple hJc; lc;uci, where,
 Jc is the set of transitions in c, each of which are pairwise
indistinguishable; e.g., if Jc ¼ ft1; t2; t3g then t1It2, t2It3 and
t1It3.
 lc is the lower time bound of c such that lc ¼ maxflt; t2Jcg.
 uc is the upper time bound of c such that uc ¼ minfut; t2Jcg.
With slight abuse of notation, we use the symbol E and I to
denote measurement equivalence and indistinguishability,
respectively of traces as well as that of transitions.
Deﬁnition 6. Embedding of trace s
0
inside transitions of s: In
two traces s and s
0
such that sIs
0
, trace s
0
is said to be
embedded inside transitions of s if P(s)¼〈(t1,t1),(t2,t2)/〉,
Pðs0Þ ¼ hðt01; t01Þ; ðt02; t02Þ/i, and lti  t0i  uti for i¼ 1,2,…; this is
denoted as s0Vs.
Deﬁnition 7. Inverse projection operator: The inverse projection
operator P1: Jm/2J

is deﬁned as P1ðsÞ ¼ fs02LðGÞjsVs0g, which
generates all possible traces (s
0
, say) such that s
0
Is and s is embedded
within transitions of s
0
.
Operators P and P1, relations I and E, deﬁned above for inﬁnite
traces obviously hold for ﬁnite preﬁx traces also.2.2. Failure modeling
As already discussed, failures considered in this work are related
to timing violation. Also we assume that failures are permanent.
For failure modeling, each state x is assigned a failure label
by an unmeasurable status variable C2V with its
domain ¼ fNg∪fF1; F2;/; Fpg, where N is the normal status and Fi
denotes the ith failure status. It is assumed that there can be p2ℕ
types of failures (including simultaneous ones) in the system.
Some deﬁnitions pertaining to failure modeling in SRTDES are
introduced as follows:
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G-state x is normal if x(C)¼{N}. The set of all normal states is
denoted as XN.
A G-transition 〈x,xþ,lt,ut,pt,pddt〉 is called a normal G-transition
if x,xþ2XN. The set of such transitions is denoted as JN .
Deﬁnition 9. Fi-G-state and Fi-G-transition: A G-state x is called
failure state, or an Fi-state, if Fi2x(C). The set of all Fi-states is
termed as XFi .
A G-transition 〈x,xþ,lt,ut,pt,pddt〉 is called an Fi-G-transition if
x; xþ2XFi . The set of such transitions is denoted as JFi .
A transition 〈x,xþ,lt,ut,pt,pddt〉, where x(C)¼N and xþ(C)¼Fi, is
called a failure Fi causing transition indicating the occurrence of
failure Fi. As failures are assumed to be permanent there is no
transition from a state x to xþ such that x(C)¼Fi and xþ(C)sFi i.e.,
there is no transition from a failure state to a normal state or failure
state of another type.
The above mentioned formalisms of labeling and failure causing
transitions also capture multiple failures, explained as follows. The
system under two failures Fi and Fj say, is modeled by a sub-graph of
G where the states have the failure labels as Fl≡FiFj. The Fl-sub-
graph of G, models the dynamics of the system if both the failures Fi
and Fj are present simultaneously. The failure causing transitions
emanate from normal-G-states and lead to Fl-G-states. Similar
modeling logic holds for any number of simultaneously occurring
multiple failures.
Note: Two failures Fi and Fj say, can also occur sequentially. If Fj
follows Fi then failure causing transitions for this case emanate
from normal-G-states to Fi-G-states and ﬁnally lead to Fl-G states.
It may be noted that sequential occurrence of multiple failures
cannot be modeled under “permanent failure” category because if
Fj follows Fi then the system dynamics no longer behave according
to Fi alone but behaves according to Fi and Fj taken together. So we
can say that failure Fi alone is not permanent.
The objective of failure diagnosis problem is to determine if
failure Fi has occurred and it will be trivial if failure causing tran-
sition t is measurable; so for t¼〈x,xþ,lt,ut,pt,pddt〉, xExþ i.e., failure
causing transitions are unmeasurable.
2.3. Diagnosability deﬁnition
Deﬁnition 10. Fi-diagnosability for failures leading to violation
of delay-deadlines in SRTDES models:
LetJðXFi Þ ¼ fs2Lf ðGÞ
 the last transition of s is measurable and
finalðsÞ2XFig. Inwords,JðXFi Þ contains all traces which land in an Fi
state with a measurable transition.
The model G is said to be Fi-diagnosable for the failure Fi under a
measurement limitation if the following holds
cThð0  Th  1Þ½dnFi2ℕfcs2JðXFi Þ0Dgwhere conditon D is
X
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: dy2P1PðstÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi
pst < ThThe above deﬁnition means the following. Let s be any ﬁnite
preﬁx of a trace of G that ends in an Fi-state. The condition D re-
quires that for any threshold 0 Th 1 there is a positive integer
nFi , such that sum of probabilities of all traces st is less than Th,where t is any sufﬁciently long continuation of s of length nFi (or
higher) such that there is some non-Fi G-trace y2P1(P(st)). In
other words, traces of type st are responsible for non-diagnosability
because st is measurement indistinguishable with some non-Fi G-
trace y and st is embedded inside transitions of y. However, the sum
of probabilities of such traces st can be brought belowany threshold
by extending t.
It may be noted that in case of Diagnosability deﬁnition of non-
stochastic timed DES models [7e10], mere existence of y, which is
measurement indistinguishable with st and does not end into an Fi-
state (i.e., dy2P1½PðstÞ; finalðyÞ;XFi ), leads to violation of
diagnosability.
2.4. Example: A hydraulic punching machine
The SRTDES formalism is explained in this sub-section with the
example of a hydraulic punching machine. The example considered
in this paper has been suitably adapted from the examples of
several works on FDD of DES [10,25,26], to ﬁt in the SRTDES
framework. Fig. 1 illustrates the system comprising a hydraulic
cylinder with a piston, two end limit switches (LS1 and LS2), a di-
rection control valve and a controller. The piston starts from its left
halted position (where the switch positions are LS1 ¼ 1 and
LS2 ¼ 0) and moves in forward direction. Following that the piston
moves to the central position (switch positions as LS1 ¼ 0 and
LS2 ¼ 0) and then reaches the right terminal position (switch po-
sitions as LS1¼0 and LS2¼ 1). Then the piston starts moving in the
reverse direction, reaches the central position and ﬁnally the left
terminal position. There is a controller, which senses the limit
switches and gives commands, F or R, tomove the piston forward or
reverse, respectively. When the piston is in the left halted position,
then the controller senses the limit switch values as LS1 ¼ 1 and
LS2 ¼ 0 and it issues a forward command. During the forward
movement the piston reaches the center position (determined by
sensing limit switch values as LS1 ¼ 0 and LS2 ¼ 0) and the
controller retains its present control state. When the piston reaches
the right terminal position (LS1 ¼ 0 and LS2 ¼ 1), it issues an R
command and the piston startsmoving in the reverse direction. The
controller retains its state till the piston reaches the left halted
position.
In the SRTDES model of the punching machine the notations to
be used to enumerate the states and transitions are as follows. The
states for the normal submachine are designated as x0j, 1 j, and
those of the Fi-submachine are designated as xij, 1 j; likewise for
the transitions. So states from x00 to x06 and transitions from t00 to
t06 represent the system under normal condition. Similarly, states
x11 to x16 and transitions from t11 to t16 represent the system under
ﬁrst failure condition. Fig. 2 illustrates the DES model for normal
condition and two failure conditions. In the ﬁgure, solid-lines
represent measurable transitions while unmeasurable transitions
(here failure causing transitions) are represented by dotted lines.The various components of the SRTDES model for the punching
machine are as follows: V¼{LS1,LS2,F,R,C}, where domains of
LS1,LS2,F,R are {0,1} and C is the status variable having domain as
{N,F1,F2}. LS1,LS2,F,R2Vm and C2Vu. The set of states X is shown in
Fig. 1. Hydraulic Punching Machine.
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shown in the ﬁgure. For example, transition t04〈1〉,[2,2]{1}, denotes
that x¼ x04, xþ¼x05, lt¼2 and ut¼2 (shown by [2,2]), pt04 ¼ 1
(shown by 〈1〉) and pddt(2)¼{1} (shown by {1}). It may be noted
that in this transition delay and deadline is 2, which implies that it
ﬁres at 2nd clock tick after it is enabled (i.e., when system is in state
x04). As there is a single clock tick within the delay-deadline in-
terval, so probability of ﬁring of the transition at that (2nd) clock tick
is 1. In case of transition t05〈1〉,[2,3]{0.9,0.1}, the probability of
ﬁring of t05 (after being enabled) at time tick 2 and 3 is 0.9 and 0.1,
respectively. In a similar way all transitions can be interpreted.
Now we discuss the modeling of the system under normal
condition. During start up of the system the model is in state x00. It
is assumed that at startup, system is normal (i.e., C¼N), the piston
is in left parking position (i.e., LS1¼1 and LS2¼ 0) and controller
has not yet given command tomove forward or backward (i.e., F¼ 0
and R ¼ 0). Following that, the controller issues a forward com-
mand i.e., F¼ 1; transition t00 corresponds to this fact and system
moves to state x01. It may be noted that issuing of F¼ 1 command byt00 is instantaneous; so after t00 is enabled (i.e., system is in state
x00) it ﬁres at 0th clock tick. The probability of t00 is 1 and the
probability of ﬁring at time tick 0 is also 1. The piston starts moving
to the right and reaches the central position (LS1¼0, LS2¼ 0); this
is modeled by state x02 and transition t01. The time taken by the
piston to reach the middle position is either 2 time units or 3 time
units, which is modeled by the delay-deadline interval of [2,3]. In
addition to travel time, the delay involved is due startup latency of
the position, load etc. The probability that the delay is 2 time units
is 0.9 and the delay being 3 time units is 0.1; this fact is modeled by
probabilities of 0.9,0.1 to 2nd, 3rd time tick, respectively. For
simplicity of illustration it is assumed that failure can occur only
from state x01. Also, let the probability of occurrence of a failure be
0.01. So, the probability of the system being normal is 0.98; this fact
is modeled by the probability of t01¼0.98. From the central posi-
tion the piston moves to the right parking position
(LS1¼0,LS2¼1); this is modeled by state x03 and transition t02.
Once the position reaches the right position, the controller
instantaneously issues the reverse command i.e., L¼ 0,R¼ 1; this is
Fig. 2. DES model of Punching machine with failures.
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traverses in the reverse direction and reaches the middle position;
this is modeled by state x05 and transition t04. Finally, state x06 is
reached by transition t05, which models the fact that piston has
reached back the left parking position. Now, the controller again
starts the forward motion by issuing F¼ 1,R¼ 0 command, which is
modeled by state x01 and transition t06.
It is assumed that the system may develop two failures,
namely leak and controller delay. As already mentioned, we as-
sume that failures may develop only from state x01. For failure of
type 1 i.e., leak, the corresponding failure causing transition is f1
〈0.01〉,[0,0]{1}. The transition is unmeasurable and changes the
status variable from N to F1. The probability of failure is 0.01 and
may happen instantaneously from state x01. Similarly, transition
f2〈0.01〉,[0,0]{1} corresponds to failure of type 2 i.e., controllerdelay. In the faulty modes, the system has no change in the
sequence of transitions. The only changes that are observed are in
terms of timing related to delays and deadlines of the transitions.
The leak in the system results is higher delay in movement of the
piston. The delays and the deadlines corresponding to all tran-
sitions related to movement of piston in case of leak are higher
compared to those in the respective normal operation. For
example, in t12〈1〉,[4,5]{0.9,0.1} the delay of movement of piston
from left to right parking position is 4 time units (with proba-
bility is 0.9) or 5 time units (with probability is 0.1); it may be
noted that in the corresponding transition under normal condi-
tion (i.e., t02〈1〉,[2,3]{0.9,0.1}, delay and deadline is 2 and 3,
respectively. In case of the controller delay failure, the response
by controller to change the limit switches may not be instanta-
neous. For example, in t23〈1〉,[0,1]{0.5,0.5} the controller
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parking position (i.e., control switches LS1¼0,LS2¼1) by
changing F¼ 1,R¼ 0 to F¼ 0,R¼ 1. It may be noted that in the
normal condition the corresponding transition t03〈1〉,[0,0]{1} is
instantaneous. However, in case of controller delay failure there is
50% probability that the transition can be instantaneous (i.e.,
ﬁring at 0th clock tick) or 50% probability that the transition needs
1 clock tick to ﬁre. Similar can be observed for transition t26.
It may be noted that leak failure is an example where “all traces
(after failure) violate delay-deadlines”. For example,
〈〈t00,0〉,〈f1,0〉,〈t11,4〉,〈t12,5〉,〈t13,0〉,〈t14,5〉,〈t15,4〉,〈t16,0〉〉 is a trace
where deadline is violated at transitions t11,t12,t14,t15. In case of the
leak failure, all traces will violate deadlines because of transitions
t11,t12,t14,t15, which are part of any trace after the occurrence of the
failure; the delay-deadline interval in these transitions do not
overlap with the delay-deadline interval of the corresponding
transitions under normal condition. On the other hand, in case of
the delay failure “there are some traces that violate delay-deadlines,
with a positive probability”. For example, s1¼〈〈t00,0〉
〈f2,0〉,〈t21,2〉,〈t22,2〉,〈t23,0〉,〈t24,2〉,〈t25,2〉,〈t26,0〉〉 is trace where
delay-deadline is not violated. However in trace, s2¼〈〈t00,0〉
〈f2,0〉,〈t21,2〉,〈t22,2〉,〈t23,1〉,〈t24,2〉,〈t25,2〉,〈t26,1〉〉 deadline is
violated in transitions t23,t26. In case of the delay failure, some
traces will violate deadlines and some will not, because transitions
t23,t26, have delay of 0 and deadline of 1, whose range overlap with
the range of the corresponding transitions (t03,t06) under normal
condition. However, it may be noted that probability of both these
traces are positive. Probability of s1¼ (1 1)(0.01 1)(1 0.9)
(1 0.9)(1 0.5)(1 0.9)(1 0.9)(1 0.5). Probability of
s2 is same as that of s1. So in the delay failure there is some trace
where the effect is manifested in terms of violation of deadline (in
ﬁnite time of the occurrence of the failure) and its probability of
occurrence is positive. At the same time there is also a trace with
positive probability of occurrencewhere failure does not violate the
delay-deadlines. If the non-stochastic timed DES framework
[7,8,10], is applied, then the delay failure will be rendered non-
diagnosable because of the assumption in the framework “if there
is a trace its probability may be 1”. In that trace under question,
failure effect is not manifested and as the trace may execute
indeﬁnitely long, so failure effect is notmeasurable in ﬁnite, leading
to non-diagnosability. However, if SRTDES framework is applied
then the failure is diagnosable, because in this framework, it is
assumed that “all traces with positive probability occur within
ﬁnite time”. So if there is any trace where failure effect is man-
ifested and its probability of occurrence is positive, then the failure
is considered diagnosable; by this argument the delay failure in this
example is diagnosable. Intuitively delay failure is diagnosable
(which is correctly determined by the SRTDES framework),
explained as follows. If the number of ticks in the delay-deadline
range of any transition is more than 1 (e.g., 2 for t23), then there
is always a positive probability of the transition to ﬁre at any of the
time ticks in the range (e.g., 0th or 1st tick for t23); if this was not the
case then there is no point to keep ticks in the range whose prob-
ability of occurrence are zero. So, sometimes t23 would ﬁre at 0th
tick and sometimes at 1st tick, making the failure effect measurable
within ﬁnite time. To summarize, SRTDES framework is a more
generalized approach to FDD of timed failures compared to other
frameworks [7,8,10]; this is analogous to stochastic framework [22]
versus FSM based framework [5,6], in cased of un-timed DESs.
Now we illustrate some of the important deﬁnitions and prop-
erties of the SRTDES model on the example.
 x01, x11 and x21 are examples of equivalent states;
x01

Vm
¼ x11

Vm
¼ x21

Vm
¼ fLS1 ¼ 1; LS2 ¼ 0; F ¼ 1;R ¼ 0g.Further, it may be noted that all transitions are measurable
except f1 and f2. In case of f1, x01 (source state of f1) is equivalent
to x11 (destination state of f1). Similar holds for f2.
 t03, t13 and t23 are examples of equivalent transitions; source
states of these transitions are equivalent (because
x03

Vm
¼ x13

Vm
¼ x23

Vm
¼ fLS1 ¼ 0; LS2 ¼ 1; F ¼ 1;R ¼ 0g) and
destinations states of these transitions are equivalent (because
x04

Vm
¼ x14

Vm
¼ x24

Vm
¼ fLS1 ¼ 0; LS2 ¼ 1; F ¼ 0;R ¼ 1g).
 Traces s1 ¼ hht00;0i; ht01;2i; ht02;2i; ht03;0ii and s2¼
〈〈t00,0〉,〈f2,0〉,〈t21,2〉,〈t22,2〉,〈t23,0〉〉 are measurement equiva-
lent because P(s1)¼〈〈t00,0〉,〈t01,2〉,〈t02,2〉,〈t03,0〉〉, P(s2)¼
〈〈t00,0〉,〈t21,2〉,〈t22,2〉,〈t23,0〉〉 and t01Et21, t02Et22,t03Et23.
 t03 and t23 are indistinguishable transitions because they are
measurement equivalent and 0ð¼ lt23 Þ  0ð¼ ut03 Þ∧0ð¼ lt03 Þ
 1ð¼ ut23 Þ.
 Traces s1 and s2 are measurement indistinguishable as they are
measurement equivalent and each pair of corresponding tran-
sitions are indistinguishable, e.g., t01It21.
 Trace s1 is embedded inside transitions of s2 because
(i) s1 I s2, and
(ii) Each transition of P(s1) is embedded inside the respective
transition of P(s2); e.g., t01 of P(s1) is embedded inside t21 of
P(s1) because 2 ¼ ðlt21 Þ  2ð¼ t2t01 Þ  3 ¼ ðut21 Þ.
 Letusconsidera trace s¼〈〈t00,0〉,〈f1,0〉,〈t11,4〉〉; obviously s2jðXFi Þ.
Now let t¼〈〈t12,4〉〉 (i.e., nFi¼ 1, in Deﬁnition 10). All y2P1[P(st)],
are 〈〈t00,0〉,〈f1,0〉,〈t11,5〉,〈t12,5〉〉, 〈〈t00,0〉,〈f1,0〉,〈t11,5〉,〈t12,4〉〉,
〈〈t00,0〉,〈f1,0〉,〈t11,4〉,〈t12,5〉〉 and 〈〈t00,0〉,〈f1,0〉,〈t11,4〉,〈t12,4〉〉. As
ﬁnal states of all y land in Fi-states i.e., finalðyÞ2XFi , leak failure is
diagnosable by Deﬁnition 10 (vacuously condition D being
falsiﬁed).
 Let us consider a trace s¼〈〈t00,0〉,〈f2,0〉,〈t21,2〉〉; obviously
s2jðXFi Þ. Now let t¼〈〈t22,2〉,〈t23,0〉〉 (i.e., nFi ¼ 2, in Deﬁnition
10). Now there is a y2P1[P(st)], 〈〈t00,0〉,〈t01,2〉,〈t02,2〉,〈t03,0〉〉,
where ﬁnal(y)2XN. It can be easily checked that for any value of
nFi we can ﬁnd a y2P
1[P(st)] and ﬁnal(y)2XN. So delay failure is
not diagnosable by deﬁnition used in timed non-stochastic DES
framework [7,8,10].
 By SETDES diagnosability deﬁnition (Deﬁnition 10), delay failure
is diagnosable as shown below. All traces st, for nFi ¼2 are:
hht00;0i;hf2;0i;ht21;2i;ht22;3i;ht23;1ii;hht00;0i;hf2;0i;ht21;2i;
ht22;3i;ht23;0ii;hht00;0i;hf2;0i;ht21;2i;ht22;2i;ht23;1ii;hht00;0i;
hf2;0i;ht21;2i;ht22;2i;ht23;0ii:
Among all these traces st only for 2nd and 4th there is a y such
that y2P1(P(st)) and ﬁnal(y)2XN. For example, in case of the 2nd
trace st, y¼〈〈t00,0〉,〈t01,2〉,〈t02,2〉,〈t03,0〉〉. Traces stwhere transition
t23 ﬁre at 0th tick are embedded in y because the corresponding
transition in y (i.e., t03) has delay-deadline as [0,0]. The sum of
probabilities of these two traces (2nd and 4th, mentioned above) st
is.
ðpt00  pddt00 ð0ÞÞ  ðpf2  pddf2ð0ÞÞ  ðpt21  pddt21 ð2ÞÞ ½ððpt22
pddt22 ð3ÞÞÞ þ ððpt22  pddt22 ð2ÞÞ  ðpt23  pddt23 ð0ÞÞ. This can be
simpliﬁed as

pt00  pddt00ð0ÞÞ  ðpf2  pddf2ð0ÞÞ  ðpt21  pddt21ð2ÞÞ

pt22Þ
 ðpddt22 ð3Þ þ pddt22ð2ÞÞ
 ðpt23 þ pddt23ð0ÞÞ:
It may be noted that pddt22 ð3Þ þ pddt22 ð2Þ ¼ 1 because for t22 we
have the transitions corresponding to time ticks for the entire
delay-deadline interval (i.e., 2nd and 3rd tick) and sum of probabil-
ities of all time ticks within delay-deadline interval of any transition
is 1. Further, as pt22 ¼ 1, the expression can be further simpliﬁed as
ðpt00 pddt00 ð0ÞÞðpf2pddf2ð0ÞÞðpt21 pddt21 ð2ÞÞðpt23 pddt23
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Otherwise, if (Th) <0.0045, then we need to increase nFi . For nFi ¼5,
all traces st are:
hht00;0i;hf2;0i;ht21;2i;ht22;3i;ht23;1i;ht24;3i;ht25;3i;ht26;1ii;/
hht00;0i;hf2;0i;ht21;2i;ht22;2i;ht23;0i;ht24;2i;ht25;2i;ht26;0ii:
Here traces involving combinations of transitions
t22,t23,t24,t25,t26 ﬁring at any possible time tick within their cor-
responding delay-deadline intervals are present. Among all traces,
only for those traces stwhere t23,t26 ﬁre at 0th time tick there is a y
such that y2P1(P(st)) and ﬁnal(y)2XN; the sum of probabilities of
these traces is ðpt00 pddt00 ð0ÞÞðpf2pddf2ð0ÞÞðpt21 pddt21
ð2ÞÞ½pt22 pt24 pt25 ðpt23pddt23 ð0ÞÞðpt26 pddt26 ð0ÞÞ≡ðpt00
pddt00 ð0ÞÞðpf2pddf2ð0ÞÞðpt21pddt21 ð2ÞÞðpt23pddt23 ð0ÞÞ
ðpt26 pddt26 ð0ÞÞ¼0:00225. If threshold (Th) >0.00225, then failure
is diagnosable, otherwisewe need to increase t. Let extension of t be
the loop involving 〈t21,t22,t23,t24,t25,t26〉, iterated k times. It can be
shown that the sum of probabilities of all traces st such that
dy¼ P1[P(st)] and ﬁnal(y)2XN is ðpt00pddt00 ð0ÞÞðpf2
pddf2ð0ÞÞðpt21pddt21 ð2ÞÞfðpt23pddt23 ð0ÞÞðpt26pddt26 ð0ÞÞgk
≡ ð11Þ ð0:011Þð1 0:9Þ fð1 0:5Þ ð1 0:5Þgk ¼ 0:009
0:25k. So the probability value decreases with increase in k i.e., the
length of t. Thus, whatever value of Th is taken, we can increase k
appropriately such that sum of probabilities of all traces st fall
below Th. So by SRTDES framework the failure is diagnosable.
Note: In simple words, in case of the delay failure, transitions
t23,t26 can manifest the failure effect only if they ﬁre at the 1st clock
tick (corresponding transitions t03,t06 ﬁre only at 0th tick). So all
traces where t23,t26 ﬁre at the 0th tick lead to non-diagnosability. It
may be noted that probability of ﬁring of transitions t23 and t26 at
0th tick is 0.5. So probability of traces involving t23 and t26 ﬁring at
0th tick decrease with increase in trace length, leading to diagnos-
ability. So it may be concluded that there are systems where
SRTDES model is better.
In the next section we present the construction of diagnoser for
the SRTDES model. Also, we present the diagnosability analysis
condition based on the diagnoser and its necessity and sufﬁciency
are proved. Finally, all the concepts are illustrated using the
example of the punching machine.3. The diagnoser and diagnosability analysis
An STRDES diagnoser is a machine that can be constructed from
an SRTDES model to determine whether a failure has occurred. The
STRDES diagnoser is represented as D¼〈Z,A〉, where Z is the set of
diagnoser states, called D-states, and A is the set of diagnoser
transitions, called D-transitions. Henceforth, terms like transitions,
states etc. of the SRTDES model are termed as G-transitions, G-
states etc. to differentiate them from those of the diagnoser, which
are called D-transitions, D-states etc. Each D-state z2Z is an or-
dered set comprising a subset of equivalent G-states representing
the uncertainty about the actual G-state and each D-transition a2A
is a set of indistinguishable G-transitions representing the uncer-
tainty about the actual G-transition that occurs and also the time
tick of occurrence. initial(a) (ﬁnal(a)) represents the source (desti-
nation) D-state of a. Also, with any D-transition a, a probability
matrix Fa is associated. Fa represents probability of transitions
from G-states in initial(a) to G-states in ﬁnal(a) via the corre-
sponding G-transitions which are embedded in a. If initial(a) has i
G-states and ﬁnal(a) has j G-states, Fa is of dimension i j. To each
element of Fa, probability values of times ticks of ﬁring of the
corresponding G-transition are associated.Before discussing the details of the diagnoser we introduce (i)
unmeasurable reach of a set of G-states and (ii) the procedure of
ﬁnding delay-deadline overlapped classes from a set of measurable
transitions; these two are vital components for diagnoser
construction.
Deﬁnition 11. Unmeasurable successor and reach of a set of G-
states The unmeasurable successor of a set Y of G-states is deﬁned
as U ðYÞ ¼ ∪x2Yfxþ
t ¼ hx; xþ; lt;ut; pt; pddti2Jug.
The unmeasurable reach of a set Y of G-states is the transitive
closure (Kleene closure) of the unmeasurable successors of Y and is
denoted as U ðYÞ.
To generate delay-deadline overlapped classes from a set of
measurable transitions Jm, the set is partitioned into (g number of)
measurement equivalent classes J1;J2;/;Jg . Algorithm 1 de-
termines delay-deadline overlapped classes from a set of mea-
surement equivalent transitions; so the algorithm is executed for all
classes J1;J2;/;Jg and union of the outputs gives delay-deadline
overlapped classes for Jm.
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ﬁts into existing delay-deadline overlapped class c having a time
overlap with it. This may lead to 7 cases as discussed in the algo-
rithm. ti or its sub-part (i.e., delay-deadline sub-interval) may get
absorbed in some exiting class c and may generate new classes by
break down of c (Case 2 to Case 7). However, it may also be the case
that the transition under consideration does not have any delay-
deadline overlap with the existing classes (Case 1), where a new
class comprising the transition is created.3.1. Construction of the diagnoser
It is assumed that the diagnoser is started along with the
system. It means that the initial D-state contains all the initial
states of the G. Given any D-state z, the D-transitions emanating
from z are obtained as follows. Let Jmz denote the set of
measurable G-transitions deﬁned from z. Let Az be the set of all
delay-deadline overlapped classes generated from Jmz. Az is ob-
tained by the procedure discussed above that involves to phases
i.e., (i) The set of measurable transitions Jmz is partitioned into
measurement equivalent classes J1z;J2z;/;Jgz (which generates
g number of classes, say) and (ii) Algorithm 1 is executed g times
with the inputs as J1z, J2z, / Jgz. Corresponding to each of the
delay-deadline overlapped class c2Az, there is a D-transition a,
emanating from z. For a transition a emanating from the D-state z,
the successor state zþ via the transition a is computed in two
steps: (i) ﬁrst, a set zþa is computed as the set ffinalðtÞjt2ag; (ii)
the set zþ is then obtained as zþ ¼ zþa ∪ U ðzþa Þ. The set of D-
transitions is augmented as A)A ∪fag and the set of D-states is
augmented as Z)Z ∪fzþg.Fig. 3. Diagnoser for SRTDES modelAny G-transition t contained in a D-transition a may be
“entirely” embedded in a if the delay-deadline overlapped class c
associated with it contains the full time interval of t; i.e., lt¼lc and
ut¼uc. Otherwise, t contained in a may be “partially” embedded if
the delay-deadline overlapped class c associated with it contains a
part of the full time interval of t; i.e., lt¼lc and ut>uc, or lt<lc and
ut¼uc or lt<lc and ut>uc. Thus, a D-transition a is a 4-tuple
hftjt2ag; la;ua;Fai, where la¼ lc and ua¼ uc.
The probability matrix Fa associated with D-transition a is
computed as follows. For a G-state xl2z and another G-state
xm2z
þ, the probability of the transition t2a (from xl to xm in model
G) is represented by the l,m element of Fa and denoted as Fa[l,m]¼
pt. However, it may be possible that there is no direct transition
from a G-state xl2z to a G-state xm2zþ. In this case Fa[l,m]¼0 if the
clause holds: “there is no trace s¼〈t1,t2,/tk〉 where initial(t1)¼xl
and ﬁnal(tk)¼xm, such that t12Jm2a and t2;/tk2Jum”. Other-
wise if there is a trace s1¼〈t11,t12,/t1k〉where, “initial(t11)¼xl and
ﬁnal(t1k)¼xm, such that t112Jm2a and t12;/t1k2Jum”,
Fa[l,m]¼pt11 pt12 pt12 pt1k. If there is also another trace s2¼
〈t11,t22,/t2o〉, similar to s1, then
Fa[l,m]¼(pt11 pt12/pt1k)þ(pt11 pt22/ pt2o). Same needs to be
done for all traces of type s1. It may be noted that in s1,s2,/ only the
ﬁrst transition is measurable and comprised (partially or entirely)
in a and the other transitions are unmeasurable and ﬁnally lead to
xm. To each Fa[l,m], we also associate probability values of time
ticks of the G-transition (t¼〈xl,xm〉 say) comprised in a, within
range of la ua (i.e., {pddt(t1),pddt(t2),/pddt(tn)} where
t1¼ la,t2¼ la þ 1,/tn¼ ua). It may be noted that the procedure for
generating the probability matrix for the initial D-transition a0 (i.e.,
transition leading to the initial D-state z0) is a bit different as there
is no initial state for the initial D-transition. The dimension for F ofof hydraulic punching machine.
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state(s) is 1, without any delay-deadline. So Fa0[1,i]¼1, for
1  i  jz0j. Also, no delay-deadline overlapped class (i.e., la0,ua0) is
associated with Fa0. Obviously, probability values of time ticks are
not associated with Fa0[1,i].
The algorithm to construct the STRDES Diagnoser is given below.The diagnoser for the SRTDES model of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3.
Some of the initial steps for construction of the diagnoser for this
example are as follows.
(i) The initial state of the diagnoser i.e., z0¼ X0¼{x00}.
(ii) The initial D-transition is denoted as “a0:{t0};[1]”; here “a0”
stands for name of the initial D-transition, “{t0}” indicates
that it comprises initial G-transition t0 and “[1]” is Fa0. As
jz0j ¼ 1, so Fa0 is of dimension 1 1. As discussed before,
probability of all transitions leading to initial G-states are 1,
so Fa0[0,0]¼1. Further, it may be noted that G-transitions
leading to initial G-states do not have delay-deadlines asso-
ciated with them. So no delay-deadline overlapped classes
and probability of time ticks within the class are associated
with a0.(iii) The outgoing measurable G-transition from z0 is
Jmz0 ¼ ft00g. Now, there is only one delay-deadline over-
lapped class c in Az0, where c¼〈{t00},0,0〉. Corresponding to c
there is a D-transition a00. As seen in Fig. 3, transition a00
contains G-transition {t00}, delay-deadline overlapped class
associated is ½la00 ;ua00  ¼ ½0;0 and the probability matrixassociated is Fa00 ¼ ½1f1g 0:01f1g 0:01f1g . ﬁnal(a00)¼z1¼
{x01,x11,x21} is obtained as follows. As ﬁnal(t00)¼x01, x01 is
comprised in z1 and x11,x21 also need to be included in z1
because U ðx00Þ ¼ fx11; x21g. As initial(a00) has one G-state
and ﬁnal(a00) has three G-states, Fa00 is of dimension 1 3.
Here Fa00 ½0;0 ¼ 1f1gwhich models the fact that probability
of reaching state x01 (in z1) from x00 (in z0) is 1 via transition
t00. “{1}”models the fact that there is one time tick (here 0th)
within the delay-deadline overlapped class associated with
a00 and probability of ﬁring t00 at the 0th time tick is 1.
Fa00 ½0;1 ¼ 0:01f1g corresponds to transition from x00 (in z0)
to x11 (in z1); it may be noted that there is no corresponding
direct transition in the SRTDESmodel (Fig. 2). However, there
is a trace s1¼〈t00,f1〉 where, “initial(t00)¼x00 and ﬁnal(f1)¼
x11, such that t002Jm2a00 and f22Jum. So
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(iv) The outgoing measurable G-transitions from z1 are
Jmz1 ¼ ft01; t11; t21g. Now, there are two delay-deadline
overlapped classes c and c1 in Az1; c¼〈{t11},4,5〉 and c1¼
〈{t01,t21},2,3〉. Corresponding to c there is a D-transition a7.
As seen in Fig. 3, transition a7 contains G-transition {t11},
delay-deadline associated is ½la7 ;ua7  ¼ ½4;5 and the proba-
bility matrix associated is Fa7 ¼
2
4
0
1f0:9;0:1g
0
3
5
Here, Fa7 ½0;0 ¼ 0 which models the fact that there is no direct
transition or trace (of type s1) from x01 (in z1) to x12 (in z7). So, no
probability values of time ticks are associated with Fa7 ½0;0.
Fa7 ½1;0 ¼ 1f0:9;0:1g models the fact that there is a G-transition
from x11 (in z1) to x12 (in z7) whose probability of occurrence is 1.
Further, “{0.9,0.1}” implies that there are two time ticks (here 4th
and 5th) within the delay-deadline overlapped class associated with
a7 and probability of ﬁring t11 at the 4th time tick is 0.9 and prob-
ability of ﬁring t11 at the 5th time tick is 0.1. As there is no direct
transition or trace (of type s1) from x21 (in z1) to state x12 (in z7),
Fa7 ½3;0 ¼ 0.
In a similar manner, construction of the full diagnoser can be
explained.2 It may be noted that SRTDES and the diagnosers are basically di-graphs.3.2. Diagnosability analysis
In this subsection we will discuss the procedure to check if a
failure is diagnosable, given the diagnoser. In other words, we need
to determine conditions to check whether a failure satisﬁes diag-
nosability Deﬁnition 10 by analyzing the diagnoser. We start with
some deﬁnitions and properties required for the diagnosability
analysis condition.
Deﬁnition 12. Failure label of a D-state: The failure label of any
D-state z¼〈x1,x2,..xi,…〉 is deﬁned as zðCÞ ¼ ∪x2zxðCÞ.
Deﬁnition 13. Normal D-state, Fi-D-state and Fi-certain D-state:
A D-state z is called normal and denoted as zN, if z(C)¼{N}; the set of
all normal D-states is denoted as ZN.
A D-state z is called an Fi-D-state and denoted as zFi , if Fi2z(C).
The set of all Fi D-states is denoted as ZFi . An Fi-D-state z is called an
Fi-certain D-state if z4XFi. An Fi-D-state which is not Fi-certain is
called Fi-uncertain.
In words, Fi-certain D-state comprises only Fi-G-states, while Fi-
uncertain D-state comprises some Fi-G-states and some non Fi-G-
states. In Fig. 3, z1,z2,/z6 are Fi-uncertain D-states and z7,z8/z12
(z13,z14/z18) are F1(F2)-certain D-states. So, if the diagnoser rea-
ches any F1 (or F2)-certain D-state then failure can be declared
diagnosed. So to ascertain whether a failure is diagnoseable the
following needs to be ascertained from the diagnosere“there is no
Fi-uncertain D-state or if there are Fi-uncertain D-states, then
probability of reaching Fi-certain D-states increases with time (i.e.,
length of trace after failure) and crosses a threshold”.
Deﬁnition 14. Fi-D-trace (gFi ): A D-trace g is an Fi-D-trace if all
states of g are Fi-D-states. An Fi-D-trace is denoted as gFi .
Deﬁnition 15. Fi-uncertain D-cycle: An Fi-uncertain D-cycle is a
diagnoser cycle involving only Fi-uncertain D-states.
Deﬁnition 16. Correspondence of G-traces andD-traces:Given a
ﬁnite preﬁx s of a G-trace, where P(s)¼〈(t1,t1),(t2,t2)…,(tk,tk)〉, a D-
trace g¼〈a1,a2,…,ak〉 is said to correspond to s, if ti2ai, 1 i k and
lai  ti  uai .Given a D-trace g¼〈a1,a2,…,ak〉, a G-trace s, where P(s)¼
〈(t1,t1),(t2,t2)…,(tk,tk)〉, is said to correspond to g, if ti2ai, 1 i k
and lai  ti  uai . The set of all G-traces corresponding to a D-trace g
is represented as AD(g). By the diagnoser construction, a D-transi-
tion comprises only measurable G-transitions. So to model corre-
spondence between a D-trace and a G-trace and vice-versa, we
need to pass the G-trace through the projection operator. As dis-
cussed in Deﬁnition 2, the projection operator extracts the
measurable part of a trace G-trace.
Deﬁnition 17. Fi -indeterminate D-cycle: An Fi-indeterminate
cycle is an Fi-uncertain D-cycle such that there is a cycle s of Fi-G-
states, corresponding to the D-cycle.
In simple words, the existence of an Fi-indeterminate cycle in
the diagnoser implies that there are at least two measurement
indistinguishable cycles in G, one comprising only non-Fi-states and
the other comprising Fi-states. This implies that if the system
moves in an Fi-indeterminate cycle then the measurable variables
are observed to be similar in both non-Fi and Fi conditions, as well
as time tick of ﬁring of corresponding transitions may be same.
Thus, if the diagnostic estimate moves along such an Fi-indeter-
minate cycle, then the failure Fi cannot be diagnosed, because, at
each point in the cycle there exists uncertainty regarding the
occurrence of Fi and the systemmay not exit from such a cycle. The
condition of existence of Fi-indeterminate cycle for rendering a
system non-diagnosable was established in timed (non-stochastic)
DES frameworks [7,8,10]. In the diagnoser (Fig. 3) the F2-uncertain
D-cycle g¼〈z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6〉 is F2-indeterminate because there is
an F2-G-trace corresponding to ge
〈(t21,2),(t22,2),(t23,0),(t24,2),(t25,2),(t26,0)〉¼s say, which forms a
cycle in G. As it is assumed that in timed DES frameworks [7,8,10],
any cyclic trace can execute inﬁnitely long (i.e., probability is 1), so s
(in this example) may continue for ever. Further, as s cannot
distinguish F2 from normal behaviour and it may execute inﬁnitely,
faut cannot be distinguished in ﬁnite time rendering it non diag-
nosable. However, it was discussed in Sub-section 2.4 that F2 was
diagnosable if t23 or t26 ﬁre at the 1st time tick. From SRTDES
framework perspective (and also intuitively), it may be noted that
delay-deadline interval of t23 and t26 are [01], implying that al-
ways they cannot ﬁre at 0th time tick; had it be the case their delay-
deadline interval in the model would have been [00]. So there is
positive probability that t23 and t26 would ﬁre at 1st time tick,
making s exit in ﬁnite time and rendering failure diagnosable. So
checking Fi-indeterminate cycle for diagnosability analysis may not
hold for many systems. Now we will introduce the modiﬁed con-
dition required for checking diagnosability for SRTDES models. It
may be noted that corresponding to failure F1 (leak) there is no F1-
indeterminate cycle and hence diagnosable by timed DES frame-
works [7,8,10]; it will be shown that the diagnosability condition for
SRTDES models can handle failures of such type also.
1) A Necessary and Sufﬁcient Condition for Diagnosability of
SRTDES models:
Deﬁnition 18. Strongly connected component (SCC) of a
directed graph: A maximal connected sub-graph of the directed
graph G2 is called a connected component of G. A connected
component of G is said to be a strongly connected component (SCC), if
for every pair 〈x1,x2〉 of states in the component (subgraph), there is
a trace from x1 to x2 and vice-versa. The subset of transitions of G,
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called the transitions of that SCC.
An SCC of G is denoted as cG. Similarly, an SCC of D is denoted as
cD. Determining SCCs from a directed graph is discussed in [27].
Deﬁnition 19. Fi-D-SCC: An SCC of D, termed as cD, is called Fi-D-
SCC if all the states in cD are Fi-D-states. If all the D-states in cD are
Fi-certain (Fi-uncertain) then it is called Fi-certain D-SCC (Fi-un-
certain D-SCC).
Note: It is assumed that failures are permanent and once
detected by reaching an Fi-certain state in the diagnoser, there is no
trace for reaching an Fi-uncertain D state. In an SCC as there is trace
from any state to another, in any D-SCC cD there cannot be a mix of
Fi-certain and Fi-uncertain D-states.
Deﬁnition 20. Fi-G subgraph GcDFi in an Fi-D-SCC cD: Let cD be an Fi-
D-SCC. Let XcDFi be the set of Fi-G-states in the D-states of cD and J
cD
Fi
be the set of all Fi-G-transitions having the initial and the ﬁnal
states in XcDFi . The pair hX
cD
Fi
;JcDFi i ¼ G
cD
Fi
, represents the subgraph of
the underlying state transition sub-graph of G under failure Fi
which is comprised in cD.
Now we discuss the procedure to compute the diagnoser
probability matrix involving Fi-G-states in an Fi-D-SCC cD.In FcDDFi
, each element (i.e., FcDDFi
½i; j) has various components
namely, t, pt,la etc.; these components will be denoted as
FcDDFi
½i; jðtÞ,FcDDFi ½i; jðptÞ,F
cD
DFi
½i; jðlaÞ etc. It may be noted thatFcDDFi can
be thought of an adjacency matrix for a graph where the tuples
correspond to states when all the non-zero values of FcDDFi
are
replaced by 1. So with slight abuse of notation we sometimes call
the tuples as states of the graph corresponding to FcDDFi
and use
terms related to graph theory like reachability, SCC etc.
Deﬁnition 21. Fi-indeterminate D-SCC: An Fi-uncertain D-SCC cD
is Fi-indeterminate D-SCC if the following holds for any ith tuple
〈x,z〉 of FcDDFi
, having the following property:
“〈x,z〉 is reachable from only those states 〈x
0
,z
0
〉 (ofFcDDFi
) such that
〈x
0
,z
0
〉 can be reached from 〈x,z〉”.
This impliesdcD consists of a G-SCC cG, comprised of G-states
and G-transitions from GcDFi . cG does not reach any other state in X
excluding the ones in cG by G-traces involving transitions from J
cD
Fi
(although it may reach by traces involving transitions from
JFiJJ
cD
Fi
).
1)
P
j¼1 to k
FcDDFi
½i; jðptÞ ¼ 1:This impliesdthe sum of probability of transitions from JcDFi
emanating from any state in cG is 1. So there is no transition even
from JFiJJ
cD
Fi
which leads out of cG.
2) For all 1 j k, if FcDDFi ½i; js0 and F
cD
DFi
½i; jðtÞ2Jm (k is the
number of tuples)
FcDDFi
½i; jðpddtðlaÞÞþFcDDFi ½i; jðpddtðlaþ1ÞÞ/F
cD
DFi
½i; jðpddtðuaÞÞ¼1
This impliesdthe sum of probability of the time ticks of a
measurable transition t emanating from a state in cG, for the range
that is embedded in the corresponding D-transition a, is 1. So the
entire delay-deadline interval of t is embedded in a.
3) For all 1 j k, if FcDDFi ½i; js0 and F
cD
DFi
½i; jðtÞ2Jum
FcDDFi
½i; jðpddtðltÞÞþFcDDFi ½i; jðpddtðltþ1ÞÞ/F
cD
DFi
½i; jðpddtðutÞÞ¼1This impliesdt with its entire delay-deadline is inside the D-
state z2cD i.e., the source and destination states of t are containedin z. This case is same as above, but as t is unmeasurable it cannot
be embedded inside a D-transition, however, t is entirely in cD by
virtue of the state z which contains t (with its source and
destination).
Lemma 1. The sum of probabilities of all possible post traces t
(after s) of any length nFi  1, which emanate (and terminate) from
any state in cG (cG, as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 21) is 1.
Symbolically;
X
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: initialðtÞ2cG
pt ¼ 1:
Proof. The proof is by induction.
Base case: Let all possible traces of length 1 be:
fhðt1; lt1Þi; hðt1; lt1 þ 1Þi/hðt1;ut1Þi; hðt2; lt2Þi; hðt2; lt2 þ 1Þ
 i/hðt1;ut2Þi/hðto; ltoÞi; hðto; lto þ 1Þi/hðto;utoÞg:
Let these traces emanate from state x2cG (where ﬁnal(s)¼x). As
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are all the possible transitions emanating from x.
X
t2LðGÞ=s jtj¼1 s:t: initialðtÞ¼x
¼ðpt1fpddt1ðlt1Þþ/pddt1ðut1ÞgÞ
þðpt2fpddt2ðlt2Þþ/pddt2ðut2ÞgÞ
þ/ðptofpddtoðltoÞþ/pddtoðutoÞgÞ:
This expression can be simpliﬁed as pt1 þ pt2/pt0 because sum
of probabilities of time ticks of delayedelay interval of any transi-
tion is 1. Now, pt1 þ pt2/pto¼ 1 because sum of probabilities of all
transitions emanating from a state is 1.
Hypothesis. Let all traces t of length nFi¼ n be tn1,tn2,/tnm. So, by
induction hypothesis ptn1 þ ptn2 þ/ptnm ¼ 1
Induction. Let ﬁnal(tn1)¼y. Now all possible extensions of trace
tn1 by length 1 (i.e., extension of trace t by length nþ 1) is achieved
by augmenting tn1 with all possible traces of length 1 emanating
from y. As already proved in the base case, the sum of probabilities
of all traces of length 1 emanating from a state is 1. So, sum of
probabilities of all traces of length n þ 1 obtained by extending tn1
by 1 transition is ptn1 i.e., remains same as in case of length n.
Similarly, sum of probabilities of all traces t of length n þ 1 (ob-
tained extending tn1,tn2,/tnm by one transitions) is
ptn1 þ ptn2 þ/ptnm whose value is 1. Hence the hypothesis holds for
all possible post traces t (after s) of length nFi¼ n þ 1. ▪
Theorem 1. An SRTDESmodel G is diagnosable for failure Fi, under
a given measurement limitation, if and only if there is no Fi-inde-
terminate D-SCC in the diagnoser.
Proof. Only if (By contradiction): Let there be an Fi-indeterminate
D-SCC cD. Still, let G be Fi-diagnosable. As per the implications of
Deﬁnition 21, corresponding to the D-SCC cD, there is a G-SCC cG
such that any state not in cG is not reachable from any state x2cG by
any G-trace. Since all the G-states are assumed to be reachable from
an initial G-state, there is a G-trace s leading to x; as x2cG, so
finalðsÞ2XFi . Further, for all post traces t2Lf(G)/s longer than nFi,
cnFi  1, ﬁnal(t)2cG. Similarly, as all D-states are assumed to be
reachable from the initial D-state, there is a D-trace gs leading to
z2cD (let x2z). As the states in cD are Fi-uncertain there is a non-Fi-
G-trace s
0
corresponding to gs in addition to s; i.e., s,s
0
2AD(gs).
Similar to extension of s as t, s
0
can also be extended as t
0
such that
st,s
0
t
0
2AD(gsgt), where gt is the extension of D-trace gs which is
moves in cD. From the construction of diagnoser, s
0
t
0
2P1(P(st));
also, t
0
2P1(P(t)). Also (by implication (2) of Deﬁnition 21), the sum
of probabilities of the time ticks of a measurable transition t2t, for
the range that is embedded in the corresponding D-transition a2gt
is 1. This implies that the entire delay-deadline interval of any t2t
is embedded in the corresponding D-transition a. So, entire delay-
deadline interval of t has overlap with the delay-deadline interval
of the corresponding non-Fi-transition t
0
2t0 where t
0
2a. So
“dy2P1ðPðstÞÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi” holds for all possible extension
traces t. Therefore,X
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: dy2P1ðPðtÞÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi
pt ¼
X
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi
pt ð ¼ 1; by Lemma 1Þ:
Also, as s is a preﬁx trace, its length do not increase with
extension of t, implying that the value of ps is constant. So value ofP
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: dy2P1ðPðtÞÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi
pst ¼ ps which does not fall
with increase in nFi and therefore there is a Thwhose value is lower
(for any nFi ), leading to violation of Deﬁnition 10 (i.e., non-
diagnosable). (Contradiction) if (By Contradiction): Let G be Fi-
non-diagnosable. So, by negating diagnosability Deﬁnition 10,
dThð0  Th  1Þ½cnFi2Nfds2JðXFi Þ0DÞg where condition D is
X
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: dy2P1ðPðstÞÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi
pst > Th: Still let
there be no Fi  indeterminate D SCC:
As, value of expression.P
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: dy2P1ðPðstÞÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi
pst is higher than a Th for all
nFi , it implies that the value increases or is constant with increase in
nFi . As s is a preﬁx trace, its length do not increasewith extension of t,
implying that the value of ps is constant with increase in nFi .
So
P
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: dy2P1ðPðtÞÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi
pt should be increasing
or constant with increasing nFi .
By Deﬁnition 21 and Lemma 1, if (i) there is a G-SCC cG such that
all traces emanating from it reach states in cG only, (ii) cG is
embedded inside an Fi-uncertain D-SCC cD and (iii) entire delay-
deadline interval of any G-transition of cG is embedded
completely in the corresponding D-transition a2cD, then
X
t2LðGÞ=s jtjnFi s:t: dy2P1ðPðtÞÞ∧finalðyÞ;XFi
pt ¼ 1 ði:e:; constantÞ;
where t is any G-trace emanating from any state in cG. So negation
of diagnosability Deﬁnition 10 holds if there is an Fi-indeterminate
D-SCC cD. (Contradiction)
Let us consider the diagnoser (Fig. 3) for SRTDES model of hy-
draulic punching machine again and check diagnosability of the
failures using the new condition. It may be noted that for failure F1
(leak) there is no F1-uncertain SCC in the diagnoser. So this failure is
diagnosable; this fact was intuitively shown in Subsection 2.4.
On the other hand for failure F2 (controller delay) there is an F2-
uncertain SCC in the diagnoser cD¼{z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6}. Let us see if
this F2-uncertain SCC is F2-indeterminate. F
cD
DF2
is shown below.
Here XcDF2 ¼ fx21; x22;/x26g and J
cD
F2
¼ ft21; t22;/t26g. The tuples
for FcDDF2
are hx21 z1i; hx22 z2i;/hx26 z6i.
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all the tuples satisfy the property of Deﬁnition 21.
So for all the tuples conditions of the deﬁnition must be satisﬁed.
From the above matrix it is clear that Condition-1 is satisﬁed by all
tuples; there is one element in each row and corresponding
FcDDF2
½i; jðptÞ is 1. However, Condition-2 is not satisﬁed by tuple 3
and tuple 6; FcDDF2
½3;4ðpddtðlaÞÞ ¼ 0:5 (here t2Jm and la ¼ ua ¼ 0).
Similar holds for tuple 6. So this F2-uncertain SCC is not F2-inde-
terminate. Hence controller delay failure is diagnosable by the new
condition.
As discussed in subsection 2.4, transition t23 (emanating from
state x23 which corresponds to tuple 3), can manifest the failure
effect only if it ﬁres at the 1st clock tick. So if there is a trace in failure
model, where t23 ﬁres at the 1st tick, failure is diagnosed. As the SCC
under consideration is F2-uncertain, the system must exit the SCC
for successful diagnosis. Probability of exiting the SCC increases
with time, explained as follows. It may be noted thatFcDDF2
½3;4ðlaÞ ¼
0 and FcDDF2
½3;4ðuaÞ ¼ 0, which implies that the system will be in
the SCC if t23 ﬁres at 0th time tick, whose probability decreases with
time because FcDDF2
½3;4ðpddtðlaÞÞ ¼ 0:5s1. Similar holds for tran-
sition t26, which corresponds to tuple 6.
4. Complexity of SRTDES diagnosability
The complexity of Fi-diagnosability in any DES framework in-
volves the following [5,6,10],: e(i) computational complexity of
generating the diagnoser given the system model and (ii) compu-
tational complexity to check the diagnosability condition for any
failure Fi given the diagnoser. The following two subsections elab-
orate these cases.
4.1. Computational complexity of diagnoser construction
Let ng and tg be the number of states and transitions respectively,
in the DES model G. Also, let nd and td be the number of states and
transitions respectively, in the diagnoser D. The time complexity of
constructing the diagnoser as per Algorithm 2 is as follows:
1) The initializations i.e., z0)X0,Z)z0 and A)a0 involve constant
complexity.
2) The stepcxi2z0, Fa0[1,i]¼1, requires O(ng) steps because in the
worst case all G states may be in z0 thereby making O(ng)
number of assignments to the matrix Fa0.
3) The loop “for all z2Z” would be repeated nd times. Since a D-
node may comprise a proper subset of measurement equivalent
G-states, nd is bounded by the power set of G-states. Hence,
nd ¼ Oð2ng Þ.
a) Jmz)ftjt2Jm∧initialðtÞ2zg would require verifying all the
G-transitions in the worst case, when all the G-states are in z;
hence, this step costs O(tg).
b) Generating Az using Algorithm 1 ﬁrst requires partitioning
Jmz into measurement equivalent subsets. This involves pair-
wise comparison of G-transitions in Jmz, which requires
Oðt2g Þ time steps in the worst case when Jmz has all G-tran-
sitions. Also, the transitions in each equivalent class are to be
arranged in ascending order of the lts, whose complexity is
OðtglogðtgÞÞ. The complexity of obtaining all the delay-
deadline overlapped classes from Jmz after pre-processing
(i.e., partitioning and ascending order arrangement) using
Algorithm 1 is Oðtg$ðmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞÞ
explained as follows. According to the algorithm, the loop
cti, 1 i g, may execute O(tg) times. The loop cc2C may
execute Oðmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞ times i.e.,
maximum number of delay-deadline overlapped classes that
can be generated from Jmz. This case arises when each time
tick of each G-transition in Jmz forms a delay-deadlineoverlapped class (having only one tick). So the generating
AZ requires Oððt2g Þ þ ðtglogðtgÞÞ þ ðtg$ðmaxfut; t2Jg
minflt; t2JgÞÞÞ steps. This can be simpliﬁed as
Oððtg$ðtg þ ðmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞÞÞÞ.
c) The number of times the loop “For c2Az” would execute is
O(max{ut,t2J}min{lt,t2J}).
i) The step “generate D-transition a” involves constant
complexity because it creates a D-transition by directly
assigning the details from the delay-deadline overlapped
class c.
ii) zþa ¼ ffinalðtÞjt2ag involves a complexity of O(tg). This
computation involves searching for all G-transitions that
are in the D-transition a (generated in the last step). The
destination G-states of all such G-transitions are assigned
to zþ.
iii) The step “zþ)U ðzþa Þ” looks for G-states which are in
the unmeasurable reach from G-states that are already in
zþa . In the worst case it would require searching for all the
G-transitions i.e., OðtgÞ, when zþa has already all the G-
states.
iv) A ¼ A∪fag and Z ¼ Z∪fzþg are simple assignments and
involve constant complexly.
v) The doubly nested loop “for all xi2z and “for all xj2zþ”
can execute O(ng,ng) times as in the worst case when all
G-states are in z. The computations in the loop incur (a)
initialization (constant complexity). (b) checking the
condition “if (dt2a, such that initial(t)¼xi and ﬁnal(t)¼
xj)” involves searching all G-transitions and requires O(tg)
steps. If the condition is satisﬁed the details related to the
transition t and a are assigned to the corresponding
element in the matrix Fa[i,j]; simple assignment involves
constant complexity. (c) checking the “else-if” condition
involves verifying if xj is included in unmeasurable reach
of xi; as discussed before checking unmeasurable reach is
O(tg). For each G-state found in the unmeasurable reach,
probability of the corresponding transition is added to
Fa[i,j]. This addition goes hand-in-hand with the search
for unmeasurable reach and does not require extra
complexity (if addition is assumed to have constant
complexity). The probability of time ticks of t are also
assigned to Fa[i,j], which involves constant cost. (d)
“else” is the default condition involving constant com-
plexity.So the overall complexity of the nested loop is
Oððng$ngÞ$ðtg þ tgÞÞ≡Oðn2g$tgÞ.
The complexity of processing the loop “c2Az” is
Oððmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞ$ðtg þ tg þ ðn2g  tgÞÞÞ. This can
be simpliﬁed as Oððmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞ$ðn2g  tgÞÞ.
The complexity of processing the loop “z2Z” is
Oð2ng $ððtgÞ þ ðtg$ðtg þ ðmaxfut; t2Jg min flt; t2J gÞÞÞ þ ðð max
fut; t2Jg min flt; t2JgÞ$ðn2g  tgÞÞÞÞ. This can be simpliﬁed as
Oð2ng $ðtg$ðtg þ ðmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞÞÞÞ.
The total complexity of Algorithm 2 can be obtained by adding
the complexity of the loop “z2Z” with Step-2, but it does not
change the order. So overall complexity of constructing an SRTDES
diagnoser is Oð2ng $ðtg$ðtg þ ðmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞÞÞÞ.
The following observations hold:
1) The overall complexity of diagnoser construction is
Oð2ng $ðtg$ðtg þ ðmaxfut; t2Jg minflt; t2JgÞÞÞÞ, which is
exponential with respect to the number of G-states and poly-
nomial with respect to delay-deadline interval of the G-
transitions.
2) The complexity of diagnoser construction in un-timed DES
models [5,6], also involves exponential steps with respect to the
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reported for un-timed stochastic DES diagnoser construction
[22]. The complexity of diagnoser construction in timed DES
(non-stochastic) models [8,10], involves exponential steps with
respect to the number of model states and polynomial steps
with respect to delay-deadline interval of the model transitions.
3) From the complexity analysis of SRTDES diagnoser construction
it is found that it requires same order of time complexity as that
in non-stochastic timed DES models. The reason for not
requiring extra order in time complexity for adding stochastic
information is because while creating the diagnoser transitions
using the model transitions the probability information is
assigned in the respective positions in the matrices. Thus
without adding any extra order of time complexity, stochastic in-
formation can be molded in the diagnoser for enhanced FDD.4.2. Computational complexity of checking the diagnosability
condition
As discussed in Theorem 1, for verifying SRTDES diagnosability
we need to check that there is no Fi-indeterminate D-SCC in the
diagnoser. The steps given below veriﬁes SRTDES diagnosability by
checking if any D-SCC is Fi-indeterminate.
1) Detect all the D-SCCs. Let there be f number of Fi-uncertain D-
SCCs./* The loop given below veriﬁes if any of the Fi-uncertain D-
SCCs is Fi-indeterminate. */
2) For j¼ 1 to f repeat
a) Generate probability matrix F
cDj
DFi
for cDj (Algorithm 3)./* let
cDj be the j
th Fi-uncertain D-SCC */
b) Determine tuples 〈x,z〉 in F
cDj
DFi
as per Deﬁnition 21. Let there
be f1 such tuples.
c) For l¼ 1 to f1
i) Check Conditions 1,2 and 3 as per Deﬁnition 21.If any of the Fi-uncertain-D-SCC is indeterminate (in Step 2(c)),
the system is Fi-non-diagnosable; otherwise it is Fi-diagnosable.
 Complexity of Step-1: Step 1 of the above procedure involves
complexity of the O(nd þ td) for ﬁnding the D-SCCs; the algo-
rithm for ﬁnding SCCs in a graph is given in [27]. Detecting if aD-
SCC is Fi-uncertain involves checking the G-states vis-a-vis the
diagnoser states in the D-SCC in question, which is O(ng,nd); an
Fi-uncertain-D-SCC has at least an D-state having an Fi-G-state
and another non-Fi-G-state. For ﬁnding all the f Fi-uncertain-D-
SCCs, the computation isOðng$n2dÞ as in theworst case theremay
be nd number of D-SCCs (each having a single D-state). The total
combinational complexity of Step-1 is Oððnd þ tdÞ þ ðng$n2dÞÞ.
 Complexity of Step-2: As discussed in the last step, there may
be nd number of D-SCCs in the worst case. Also, all of them may
be Fi-uncertain making f¼ nd. So the loop of Step-2 may execute
nd times.
- Complexity of Step-2(a): This sub-step generates F
cDj
DFi
using
Algorithm 3. In this algorithmwe generate tuples 〈x,z〉where x
is a G-state which is in a D-state z that is a part of D-SCC cDj .
This requires O(ng,nd) steps, because all D-states may be in cDj
and all G-states may be in these D-states. Also, the number of
tuples k¼O(ng$nd). Next in the algorithm, a doubly nested
loop executes; the number of iterations is k2 ¼ Oðng$ndÞ2. The
nested loop considers all pairs of tuples and checks for a G-
transition from the G-state of the ﬁrst tuple to the G-state of
the second tuple. Based on existence/measurability/un-
measurability of the G-transition in consideration, the corre-
sponding position of the matrix is assigned the details of theG-transition. The complexity of checking the G-transitions and
assignment to the matrix is O(tg); in the worst case all G-
transitions are to be searched and assignment requires con-
stant complexity. So generating F
cDj
DFi
involves complexity
Oððng$ndÞ þ ðng$nd$tgÞÞ ¼ Oððng$ndÞ$ð1þ tgÞÞ≡Oðng$nd$tgÞ. It
may be noted thatF
cDj
DFi
can bemaximum of the order of (ng$nd)
(ng$nd).
- Complexity of Step-2(b): If we consider F
cDj
DFi
as the adjacency
matrix of a di-graph then determining tuples 〈x; z〉 in F
cDj
DFi
that
satisfy the condition given in Deﬁnition 21 requires a
complexity of Oððng$ndÞ þ ððng$ndÞ2Þ þ ðng$ ndÞ2≡Oððng$ndÞ2Þ;
this is explained as follows.Given a di-graph, determining
“states of type xwhich can be reached only from those states y
such that y can be reached from x”, requires (i) generating
SCCs in the di-graph and (ii) selecting the SCCs fromwhere no
other SCCs can be reached; all states in the selected SCCs are
states of type x. Complexity is O((r þ r2)þ(r2))≡O(r2), where
the adjacency matrix of the di-graph is of the dimension r r.
The details of this computation can be found in [27].
In the worst case if all the tuples satisfy the condition given in
Deﬁnition 21 then f1¼ (ng$nd).
- Complexity of Step-2(c): In this step three conditions as per
Deﬁnition 21 are checked for the tuples 〈x,z〉 satisfying the
condition of Step 2(b). The check is done in the matrix F
cDj
DFi
by
analyzing the elements of the row corresponding to 〈x; z〉.
* Condition-1 is checked by adding the probability values of the
transitions in all the columns for the row corresponding to the
tuple 〈x,z〉 and comparing it with 1. So the complexity is
O(ng$nd) as there are ng$nd columns in the matrix.
* Condition-2 is checked by adding the probability values of the
time ticks in the delay-deadline range of a measurable tran-
sition with no-zero probability and comparing it with 1. The
checking (i.e., addition and comparing) is repeated for the
transitions in all the columns for the row corresponding to the
tuple 〈x,z〉. So the complexity is O(ng$nd$(maxrange[lt,ut])),
where maxrange[lt,ut] is the maximum range of the delay-
deadline interval of any transition in G.
* Complexity of checking Condition-3 is same as that of
Condition-2 because it involves similar computations. The
only difference is consideration of measurable transitions in
Condition-2 versus un-measurable transitions in Condition-
3.The complexity of Step 2(c) is ðOðf1$fðng$ndÞ þ 2$ ðng$
nd$ðmax range½lt;utÞÞgÞ≡Oððng$ndÞ$ðng$nd$ðmax range½lt;
utÞÞÞ≡Oððng$ndÞ2$ðmax range½ lt;utÞÞ.
The total complexity of Steps-2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) is
Oððng$nd$tgÞ þ ððng$ndÞ2Þ þ ððng$ndÞ2$ðmax range½lt;utÞÞÞ.
This can be simpliﬁed as O((ng$nd)${tgþ(ng$nd)$(maxrange
[lt,ut])}).AsSteps-2(a), 2(b)and2(c)canexecute f¼ nd times, the complexity
of Step 2 is Oððng$n2dÞ$ftg þ ðng$ndÞ$ðmax range½lt;utÞgÞ.
The overall complexity of Step-1 and Step-2 is Oðfðndþ
tdÞ þ ðng$n2dÞg þ fðng $ n2dÞ$ðtg þ ðng $ ndÞ$ð max  range½lt;utÞÞgÞ.
This can be simpliﬁed as Oðfnd þ tdg þ fðng$n2dÞ$ðtgþ
ðng$ndÞ$ðmax range½lt;utÞÞgÞ.
Note-1: The diagnosability analysis on the diagnoser needs to be
repeated for all p failures. Without loss of generality, if we assume
that all failures involve the same number of system states and
transitions, then it may be shown that Fi-diagnosability analysis for
SRTDES model is Oððfnd þ tdg þ fðng$n2dÞ$ðtg þ ðng$ndÞ$ðmax
range½lt;utÞÞgÞ=pÞ. So, when we repeat for all failures the
complexity ﬁgure is not increased. The detailed calculation is
avoided for simplicity.
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1) The complexity for checking the diagnosability condition for
SRTDES model is polynomial with respect to the number of
diagnoser states and delay-deadline intervals of the model
transitions.
2) The complexity of checking the diagnosability in un-timed DES
models [5,6], involves polynomial complexity with respect to
the number of diagnoser states. In case diagnosability analysis
for timed DES (non-stochastic) models [8,10], the complexity is
polynomial with respect to the number of diagnoser states and
delay-deadline interval of the model transitions.
3) From the complexity analysis of SRTDES diagnosability checking
technique it is found that it requires same order of time
complexity as that in non-stochastic timed DES models. Extra
steps for checking stochastic information in the SRTDES diag-
noser is not required compared to non-stochastic timed diag-
noser because analyzing cycles/SCCs along with delays and
deadlines of the transitions therein are required in both the
cases. While checking the delays and deadlines, hand-in-hand
computation on the probability values can be accomplished. It
may be noted that however, some extra time may be required
for mathematical operations like addition/multiplication on the
probability values, but they involve constant complexly and do
not change the order. Thus without adding any extra order of time
complexity, stochastic information can be checked in the SRTDES
diagnoser for on-line failure detection.
4) The diagnoser construction complexity is exponential with
respect to the number of system states, but it may be noted that
it is constructed only once. However, for on-line failure diag-
nosis the diagnoser is used concurrently with the system but its
complexity is polynomial with respect to the diagnoser states
and delay-deadline information. The diagnoser may have
exponential number of states with respect to the number of
system states, but that is in theworst case. It has been found that
in most practical systems like HVAC, process plants etc. the
number of diagnoser states is much lower than the upper bound
and resource requirements for its usage are reasonable [28].
5. Conclusion and discussion
This paper focussed at studying failure detection and diagnosis
problem in stochastic real time DESs. In these systems, along with
the basic real time DES model, additional information regarding
probability of ﬁring of the transitions at any time tick within its
permissable delay-deadline range are available. Failure diagnosis
problem has been studied for real time DES in a number of works
[7e10], wheremodeling, diagnoser construction and diagnosability
analysis conditions have been purposed. Real time DES framework
addresses failures that lead to violation in permissible delay or
deadline of ﬁring of transitions. The framework renders a failure
diagnosable if its effect is measurable (under a measurement lim-
itation) in all traces within ﬁnite time of its occurrence. This
concept of “all traces” is considered to be too strong by Thorsley
et al. [22]. They proposed a relaxed condition where failure is
considered diagnosable if there are some traces where failure effect
is manifested and probability of occurrence of those traces increase
with time and cross a threshold. Thorsley et al. also illustrated their
claim by examples of practical systems where the strong condition
renders failures non-diagnosable but the failure effect gets man-
ifested in ﬁnite time because the traces where failure effect is not
present cease to occur after a certain time. However, the paper by
Thorsley et al. [22] was for non-timed state based DES models only.
So, in the present work we developed a framework for diagnos-
ability analysis of timed DESs with the concept of probabilitiesincorporated. The framework involved developing a new model
called stochastic real time DES (SRTDES) model, formulating the
concept of state and transition indistinguishability under mea-
surement limitation, proposing a new diagnosability deﬁnition and
ﬁnally an algorithm for diagnoser construction. Conditions for
diagnosability analysis on the diagnoser have been given and
proved to be necessary and sufﬁcient. The development of the
framework has been illustrated using the example of a hydraulic
punching machine. The complexity of SRTDES diagnosability
technique has been analyzed and is shown to be of the same order
as that of timed (non-stochastic) diagnosability [10] and stochastic
un-timed diagnosability [22]. So it can be concluded that the pro-
posed SRTDES diagnosability technique can handle FDD of a wider
range of systems compared to the classical diagnosability schemes
at the same computational overheads.
There can be several extensions of the present work. The most
important is the issue of permanence of failures. In this work we
assume that failures are permanent, however in case of some sys-
tems or failures this assumption may not hold. In the example of
the punching machine, the leak failure, which occurs due to
physical damage to the system, is generally permanent. However
the controller delay failures, which may occur due to defect in the
electronic parts may be permanent or transient, because in circuits
both permanent and transient faults are equally probable [29].
From the context of the literature on FDD in DES frameworks,
temporary or transient failures have been studied mainly for un-
timed and non-stochastic FSM models [30e32]. It has been
shown in these works that different diagnosability techniques and
conditions are required for handling temporary failures compared
to permanent ones in un-timed non-stochastic DES models. It ap-
pears that similar modiﬁcations would also be required in other
DES modeling paradigms. So, a straight extension of the work
presented in this paper can be towards framing paradigms for
diagnosability of temporary failures in stochastic and timed DES
models.
The diagnosability method for SRTDES model discussed in this
paper constructs a diagnoser and it answers whether the failure is
diagnosable or not. The diagnoser can also determine failures on-
line, by measuring the sequence of transitions and comparing their
probabilities with a threshold. The diagnoser is of use only when
the answer to “diagnosability of a failure” is true i.e., all failures are
diagnosable. Similar is the case with all the diagnoser based
methods [5,6,8,10]. Considering that diagnoser construction is
exponential with respect to the number of model states, poly-
nomial time algorithms for solving the diagnosability decision
problem are proposed for un-timed DES models [33] and recently
for stochastic un-timed DES models [34]. However, it may be noted
that polynomial time algorithms only check the diagnosability
condition but cannot be used on-line failure diagnosis, as these
techniques do not construct the diagnoser. So, once failures are
ascertained to be diagnosable by the polynomial time schemes, a
diagnoser can be constructed. Similar polynomial time techniques
can be developed for off line SRTDES diagnosability analysis.References
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